
AFFORDABLE PRICE WITH RICH USER EXPERIENCE 

LIGHT MATERIALS WITH  ABUNDANT COLOR AND FLAVOR

Less is More



Ultra-light materials that provide on-the-go user experience

High-strength aluminum alloy body + anodic 

oxidation coating for ultra-light and super durable 

build

Product Features

Tar-free vaping alternative

Tar-free pod formula with ultra-low temperature 

atomization without combustion. Eliminate 

harmful matters such as tar, carbon monoxide, 

and nicotine generated in the combustion 

process



Excellent taste, unrivaled price performance

Classic TrueFeel honeycomb ceramic atomization 

technology and AeroFlow air intake technology

Product Features

Simply breathe in and extremely easy to use

400mAh lithium battery - one charge for 300 puffs and a 

whole day's enjoyment; one pod ≈ three packs of 

lasting enjoyment



6 Color Options

Classic Black Misty Grey Sakura Pink Purple Ocean Blue Green



Extremely competitive price compare to other products in the current market 

yet offers much richer user experience(better pull: larger vapor amount, 

stronger hit*) 

Light and durable materials with abundant color and flavor

Devices with trendy colors are more attractive to young adults

All-Day Battery (400mah battery, new voltage management system)

Leak-Proof (magnetic system, double-seal anti-leakage design)

Light & Durable (Strong aluminium body weighs only at 21g)

Silky Smooth
It's Like No Other Vape

Selling Points



Competitor Analysis

Brand J Brand R SNOWPLUS Lite

Body 
Material Aluminum alloy Aluminum alloy

Coating Metallic feeling Metallic feeling

Interaction No interaction No interaction

Battery 
capacity 200 mAh 350 mAh

Atomizing 
technology Ordinary ceramic Not fully atomized, prone to 

other contaminations

Leak 
protection No No Quadruple sealing to prevent 

e-liquid leakage

High-strength aluminum alloy body + 
anodic oxidation coating for ultra-light

and super durable build

Anodic Aluminium Oxide

Battery > 10% - Light indicator turns
on when vaping. Light indicator turns

off when stop inhaling
Battery < 10% - Light indicator flashes
as you vape. Light indicator stays on 
when charging . Light indicator turns 

off when charging is done

400mAh

Classic TrueFeel honeycomb ceramic 
atomization technology and AeroFlow 

air intake technology



Product Packaging

Purple

Ocean Blue Classic Black

Green Misty Grey Sakura Pink


